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ABSTRACT 

CHANGEPOINT DETECTION WITH PYTHON ON SENSOR DATA IN WELDING 

PROCESSES 

 

 

In a machining process, there are several stages of operation involved. The 

sensors are used to collect the data in all the stages at the desired intervals of time of 

the user. Once there is a large amount of data set, finding the stages becomes complex. 

The stages can be identified by the Changepoint, but the identification of Changepoint 

is a challenge. Changepoint detection is the estimation of breakpoints at which the 

statistical properties of the observation change. This Changepoint gives the inference 

that the stage has started/ended.  

Pruned Exact Linear Time (PELT) is the method adopted for detecting 

changepoints, which is through minimizing the cost function over possible numbers and 

locations of changepoints. This method performs efficiently compared to the other 

existing methods. To understand it better in the simulation study a comparison of PELT 

and dynamic programming is also made to validate the efficiency. 

This thesis aims to present a framework to estimate the Changepoints and 

segment the process using statistical properties of the observations made. The first part 

of the framework identifies the changepoints and segment the processes, while the 

second part deals with the development of different types of algorithms and compared 

to find the best result. The operation is carried out in Colabatory, an IDE for Python 

released by Google to enable machine learning with storage on the cloud. 

Ruptures, a python library for offline change point detection has been used, its 

algorithm exact and approximate detection for various parametric and non-parametric 

models. Ruptures offer ways for analysing and segmenting non-stationary data.. 

To validate the algorithm, the raw data set of a milling machine has been used. 

After the validation, it is aimed to be incorporated in the Machine monitoring of the 

Welding machine.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Internet of Things 

Internet of things is an interaction between the physical and digital world using sensors 

and actuators. The devices and appliances are connected to a network and are used 

collaboratively to achieve complex tasks that require a high degree of intelligence. IoT 

got inducted into our daily lives in many ways like smart homes, smart transportation, 

and smart city. The development of IoT has enabled the appliances to sense, 

interconnect and robotically communicate and adaptively. 

 

In industrial processes, monitoring has great importance to reduce downtime, increase 

efficiency, reduce waste and make informed decisions. The advancement of the Internet 

of things on industrial machines helps to collect real-time data from various types of 

sensors (e.g., Potentiometer, Vibration, Position, Pressure) during the process 

execution. The information collected from these sensors is still a big challenge to handle 

and process.  

 Welding 

Welding is the technique of connecting metal components together by melting the 

surfaces of the parts[1]. Arc welding, friction stir welding, gas welding, energy beam 

welding, and solid-state welding are some of the different forms of welding available[2]. 

 

In the arc welding process, an arc is produced by passing electricity between an 

electrode and metal parts to be welded. The heat produced by the arc melts the metal 

to form molten metal. This molted metal is referred as weld pool. This pool of molten 

metal forms the joint of the two metal parts upon cooling. 

 

The weld quality is critical in many applications such as aerospace where it ensures the 

safety of people. Establishing continual monitoring of the physical phenomena occurring 

inside the various areas of the arc, and controlling parameters like heat input, 

penetration, weld form, and heat-affected zone, is an efficient means of measuring the 

quality of welded components (HAZ). 
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1.2.1  Monitoring the welding process 

For real-time monitoring of welding signatures, an arcwelding test-bed was created. A 

collection of hardware and sensors were chosen and incorporated into the welding 

system using multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) methods [3] to build this test-bed.

  

The different parameters which influence the quality of arc weld are 

• Current (A) [4], 

• Voltage (V) [5,6], 

• Speed of torch (in/min or m/min) [7], 

• gas flow rate (L/min) [8], 

• wire feed rate (in/min or m/min) [9,10]  

 

Sensors are used to measure different performance characteristics such as pressure, 

temperature, vibration, power consumption, and so on. A sensor is a device that receives 

a signal or stimulus and responds to it. A sensor's job is to transform a physical 

phenomenon into a quantifiable electrical signal, such as current, voltage, or resistance, 

that fluctuates over time.[11]. 

 

Different sensors are used to obtain data on weld quality. Sensors are mostly utilized in 

welding applications to verify process parameters at the joint and component location. 

Sensors can be utilized to capture needed signals for quality control during welding, pre-

welding, and post-welding situations.[12] 

 

When it comes to electrical data, the arc voltage and welding current are the two most 

important metrics for detecting welding flaws. These factors can give you a decent idea 

of how well the welding is going and whether or not there are any defects.[13]. However, 

just analysing the electrical signals from the welding power source is insufficient to 

accurately determine the factors that impact the welding. As a result, additional sensors 

are necessary for weld condition monitoring.[14] 
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1.2.2  Measuring Voltage and Current. 

The voltage measurement in arc welding should be done as near to the welding arc as 

feasible. At the contact tube, the current is delivered to the wire, and this position is 

believed to be a good measurement point. Between the contact tube and the wire tip, 

however, there is a voltage drop. 

 

The voltage between the workpiece and the wire at the feed rollers is measured for more 

accurate and dependable monitoring of arc voltage, especially in a production scenario. 

The wire acts as a perfect conductor, preventing voltage drop across the welding cables. 

The welding current is constant throughout the welding current circuit and is quite high, 

preventing it from passing through the instrument directly. Other methods for 

measuring welding current include: 

*Hall Effect sensors, which work by measuring the magnetic field around a conductor, 

are employed. 

1.2.3  Wire feed rate 

In order to produce a reliable welding process, the wire feed rate is a critical parameter 

that must be monitored and managed [15]. Because an increase in wire feed rate can 

lead to an increase in current, differences in welding wire feed rate also correspond to 

variations in current. 

 

Welding power sources are often adjusted to produce a steady voltage and current. In 

welding, however, the most typical strategy is to keep the voltage and wire feed rate 

constant while altering the current. As a result, by regulating the wire feed rate at a 

nominal value, a stable welding process can be obtained. The wire feeder is installed on 

the robot arm in robot welding systems. Custom-made solutions or managing the wire 

feeder unit's drive wheel can be used to determine the wire feed rate. Sensors with idler 

rollers that give a signal proportional to the wire feed rate are also available [16]. 

 Setup 

The data from the machine are recorded and used to process to monitor the machine. 

The sensors record the data in certain desired intervals. The data gathered are high in 
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number to handle and are very raw to handle. So these data must be processed and sent 

for data collection. It is very important to get the data of the machine when it is running 

stationarily or working process. So, finding this process is critically important so that the 

data collection is not bombarded with a high amount of data and avoid wastage of time. 

After the prerequisite of cleaning the data, the process has to be segmented using the 

changepoint detection using a mini-computer closer to the machine and then transmit 

the relevant process to the cloud or desired location for further investigation. This can 

be possible through the advancement of  the edge computing technologies 

                     

 

Figure 1. 1 Setup of the Sensor-based Monitoring system 

 Structure of the thesis 

This research consists of two parts, a theoretical and an experimental one. The 

theoretical part firstly introduces the relevant concepts to understand the Internet of 

things, Welding processes, Changepoint detection, Edge computing, Mathematical 

modelling. 

 

The topics that will be analysed are machine monitoring and their trends, the structure 

of the modelling methods, the characteristics of the changepoint detection methods, 

the difference of the changepoint detection, and finally a case study with a dataset of a 
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milling machine. Subsequently, a literature review of changepoint detection in every 

field, edge computing and their and welding methods and relevant parameters to be 

monitored will be introduced. This chapter aims to get a sufficient understanding and 

overview of the current status of the changepoint detection methods implemented. 

Subsequently, a short paragraph focuses on packages available for programming in 

python. The findings and conclusion of this theoretical part are used as a starting point 

of the subsequent analysis.  

The third chapter is about mathematical modelling. Firstly, some existing research will 

be used to identify and know more about the statistical analysis done. It will completely 

speak about the PELT method which is very relevant for this thesis. 

In the fourth chapter, a case study is to be introduced to check the effectiveness of the 

algorithm developed. The dataset of a milling machine is extrapolated from ", NASA 

Ames Prognostics Data Repository[34]. Then, a meticulous collection of data will be 

carried out on the different types of sensors and the data from the relevant sensor which 

has been chosen. Following this, the algorithm developed for PELT and Dynamic 

programming will be analyzed intensively on every data available for the particular 

sensor. The changepoint detections, segmentation of the processes, and feature 

extraction of the processes are to be vividly explained. 

 

Then, the subsequent chapter shows some descriptive results which will allow 

describing and understanding the features of the dataset and algorithm. The analyses 

that will be carried out, firstly by making some explorative findings and then with a more 

precise approach by comparing the results from both the algorithm.  Additionally, the 

algorithm will be checked with the other sensor data as well to find the performance 

relevant to different kinds of data.  while a deeper study will focus only on the vibration 

of spindle sensor data.  

However, as with any research, this thesis has limitations, but these main shortcomings 

could be used as inputs for future research. In the next section, the limitations from the 

thesis will be discussed and the relevant future works to be done are also recommended 

concerning the results. 
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Finally, the last section points out the conclusion of the work. The first paragraph will 

discuss the findings concerning the issues arising from the literature review. Then, based 

on previous research and through the outcomes of this thesis are to be discussed, a few 

actions that could help to this work’s relevance in other machines and monitoring 

methods.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 History of Changepoint detection and its application 

In recent years, changepoint detection has received a lot of attention and studied widely 

in different streams of studies. Changepoint detection has become a key setup in 

machine monitoring for the real-time analysis of the machines. The initial research on 

change-point detection dates from the 1950s [17]: the problem addressed in this paper 

is concerned with the identifications of the subsamples and the detection of changes in 

the parameter value. The initial research was focused on detecting the change in mean. 

This issue has been intensively researched ever since, and in-depth monographs have 

been published on it consistently.  

 

There are two main branches of changepoint detection methods offline and online. The 

offline method is functional when all the samples are collected. It detects the 

Changepoints offline as the name suggests. It is also called signal segmentation. The 

online method is used to detect the changepoints in real-time when they occur. It is also 

called event detection [27]. 

Also, there are two kinds of change point detection, single changepoint method, and 

multiple change point detection. Single changepoint is useful on many occasions, even 

if many changepoints exist in the sample, single changepoint detection can be used. For 

example: to find the anomaly and highlight the flaw in a sample even if there is a single 

changepoint found [24]. Multiple changepoints are used for different other 

requirements such as segmentation, anomaly detection. 

 

Changepoint detection has many different uses and has been adopted in many real-

world scenarios. It has been studied in the financial analysis [18]: this paper discusses the 

Adaptive detection of multiple change-points in asset price volatility, [19]: examines the 

multiscale change point estimator, [20]: also deals the similar multiple structural 

changes. 

 

Bioinformatics has much research extensively on changepoint detection widely. The 

papers [21]: advocate the uses of different kinds of mathematical modeling such as 

FPOP, dynamic programming,[22]: talk about the Gaussian model with piecewise 
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constant variance or global variance,[23]: a new method based on Seasonal-Trend 

decomposition with locally weighted regression (Loess) and probability ratio statistics 

to sense the changes.  

Climatology also has some intensive research on the same topic of changepoint 

detection [24]: gives the analysis of complex changepoint problems and methods. [25]: 

A generic change detection approach is proposed for time series by detecting trend and 

seasonal changes. [26] In climate data series this work specifies, classifies, and equates 

different methods to detect undocumented changepoints. 

2.1.1  Edge Computing 

P. Varshney and Y. Simmhan [28] mentions that there is an increasing requirement for 

sensing a large amount of data. This increase is due to the Internet of Things (IoT), 

commodity sensors, accessible communications, and the need for intelligent 

infrastructure management. These IoT data are processed in the cloud in a large data 

center. The problem with cloud computing is round trip latency time. The IoT 

applications like voice response in Siri and demand prediction of power grids are latency-

sensitive and their performance can be compromised by cloud decision making. This 

increasing amount of data from the Edge led to the supplement or replace the cloud 

computing. Some of the processing and analytics are performed in Edge devices while 

the cloud is used for data archival and coordination. 

 

L. F. Bittencourt [29] suggests that there is increased efficiency in moving data storage 

and computing to the edges of a network, but the central cloud is necessary to 

coordinate all the edge activities. M. S. D. Brito, S. Hoque, R. Steinke, and A. Willner [30] 

mentions that the fourth industrial revolution is the Industrial Internet. Brito describes 

those developments in the semiconductor industry that led to a reduction in the cost, 

size, and energy consumption of the chipset. These developments make the embedment 

of more sensors cheaper and easier. 

 

Lin and J. Yang [31] mentions that intelligent logistics centers have clouds that are 

located and managed in a centralized manner. Whereas a factory is very large so there 

are a large number of requests from the IoT sensors, there will be a large latency period 

in responding to these requests from the cloud. Some of the computing tasks which can 
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be completed by local information are performed by the edge resources. So, they can be 

completed immediately. 

2.1.1.1  Edge computing applications 

The edge computing has been used in many different applications since the advent of 

Internet of things. The industry 4.0 gave rise to smart factories. 

2.1.1.1.1 Smart factories 

The Industrial Internet of things helps in higher productivity in manufacturing industries. 

Real-time access and reliability are very important in these smart factories which cannot 

be realized by cloud computing alone leading to the incorporation of fog and edge 

computing. 

2.1.1.1.2 Smart agriculture 

The advancements in the agricultural industry led to the collection of large amounts of 

data. These data are not used efficiently to improve farm-based decision-making and 

management. 

Smart machines and sensors can be incorporated into the farming process. Farming will 

become more data-driven and data-enabled. Smart farming is based on location, 

situation awareness, and real-time events. This technology helps in giving real-time 

assistance. 
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3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING AND PYTHON PACKAGE 

 PELT 

The PELT algorithm utilizes the minimization of costs to find the changepoints. It is a very 

standard approach for finding it. To find multiple change points, the PELT algorithm is 

first applied to the whole data set and iteratively and independently to each partition 

until no further change points are detected.  

 

 

Figure 3. 1 Changepoint detection method 

 

The key assumption of the PELT algorithm is that there is an increase in the number of 

changepoints linearly with the increase of the data set, that is, it assumes that 

throughout the data sets the change points are spread and they are not restricted to one 

portion of the data. Under mild conditions when the computational cost is linear in the 

number of data points the PELT algorithm is exact. When it is compared to approximate 

search methods and faster compared to other exact search methods PELT is more 

accurate. 

3.1.1  Pelt method 

One of  the most common ways to detect the multiple changepoints is to minimize: 

                ......................(1) 

• C is a cost function for a segment  

• β f (m) is a penalty to guard against overfitting. 
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The most widely used cost function in the changepoint literature is Twice the negative 

log-likelihood, The other cost functions used are quadratic loss and cumulative sums 

based on both the segment log-likelihood and the length of the segment.  

Considering the choice of penalty the frequently used is one which is linear in the number 

of changepoints, that is β f (m) = β m. There are Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (β= 

2p) and Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC, also known as BIC) (β = p log n) which are 

examples of such penalties, where p is the number of additional parameters introduced 

by adding a changepoint. The PELT method is designed for such linear cost functions 

From the basis of the algorithm of [37], instead involves a pruning step within the 

dynamic program. To minimize, The search method is proposed by Jackson, et al.[37] 

                 .....................(2) 

• C is a cost function for the  segment  

• β is a penalty to guard against overfitting.  

Equation 2 is equivalent to equation 1 where f (m) = m. 

By pruning, the PELT technique modifies [37] the optimal partitioning method. It 

combines optimal partitioning and pruning to obtain accurate and efficient computing 

cost in n. The best segmentation is F (n), where 

                    ........................(3) 

Conditioning on the last point of change,  and calculating the optimal segmentation of 

the data up to that changepoint gives, 

    ............(4) 

This may also be done for the second to last, third to last, and so on changepoints. The 

cyclical character of this conditioning is highlighted by the fact that the inner 

minimisation is similar to equation 3. In reality, the inner minimisation equals F ( ), and 

so equation 3 may be rewritten as 

                .....................(5) 

http://article.sciencepublishinggroup.com/html/10.11648.j.ajtas.20150406.30.html#reference_20
http://article.sciencepublishinggroup.com/html/10.11648.j.ajtas.20150406.30.html#reference_20
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3.1.1.1 Finding the Changepoints 

• STEP 1: Start by calculating F (1) and then repeatedly calculate F (2), …, till F(n).  

• STEP 2: The optimal segmentation up to  in every step, is stored.  

• STEP 3: Finally, when F (n) is reached the optimal segmentation for the entire data 

has been identified and the number and location of changepoints have been 

recorded. 

 

In every step, the minimisation over  replaces all the predecessor values e.g. when 

calculating F(4) the minimisation covers = 0, 1, 2, 3. PELT method achieved its 

computational efficiency by removing candidate values of   from the minimisation at 

each step. The essence of pruning in this context is to remove those values of   which 

can never be minima from the minimisation performed at each iteration. 

 

3.1.2  POWER OF PELT ALGORITHM 

The study will find out the power of the PELT algorithm for the finite sample size for 

specific alternatives of one changepoint. 

The problem for the changepoint hypothesis will be stated as: 

H0: No changepoint in the data. 

H1: There is a changepoint in the data. 

The likelihood ratio statistic is: 

                                       ……………(6) 

Where, 

•  , is the ratio of the probabilities of the sample before and after the 

change.  

• K is the changepoint. K is not fixed, and the location of K is unknown.  

• Q n is a growing function of   

 H0 is rejected if, 

                                    ……………(7) 
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Where, 

N= size of the sample 

R= some bound that depends on the level of significance. 

Depending on the size of the test, R grows asymptotically as n for a given x so that, 

                                     ……………(8) 

whether there is change, then it occurs at a certain point in the data. Thus for a 

changepoint k,  and as n  , then we have that k, . 

Therefore, this test is consistent, since for a given size α the power of the test converges 

to 1. 

The test rejects the null hypothesis if  > R, where R is the asymptotic critical value 

which depends on the size of α and the sample size n. For a given level α, the power of 

the test is the probability of accepting this alternative correctly, that is, 

                                        …………….(9) 

Since the distribution of  under H1 is not known, simulations will be used to estimate 

the power of the test. For a sample size n, 1000 replicates will be made and each 

replicate  will be estimated. The power function for a given level α will be estimated 

as, 

                                    ………………(10) 

where  denotes the number of times . 

The power of the test at each changepoint position was assessed for a specific sample. 

The changepoint k was put at = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180 for a sample of size 

n=200. At each changepoint position, 1000 simulations will be run. The value of the test 

statistic will be determined in each of 1000 runs. u was calculated using the crucial values 

R1 and R2. 
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3.1.3  PELT ALGORITHM 

# change point detection 

model = "l1"  # "l2", "rbf" 

algo = rpt.Pelt(model=model, min_size=3, jump=5).fit(mys

ignal) 

my_bkps = algo.predict(pen=10) 

 

# show results 

fig, (ax,) = rpt.display(mysignal, my_bkps, my_bkps, fig

size=(10, 6)) 

plt.show() 

 Ruptures 

Ruptures[27], a python library for offline change point detection has been used, its 

algorithm exact and approximate detection for various parametric and non-parametric 

models. Ruptures allow to analyse and segment the non-stationary data. It is the most 

widespread change point detection library available. It can be used along with other 

libraries such as pandas, matplotlib.  
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4. CASE STUDY 

 Flow chart of the study 

The milling machine is monitored through the sensors and then the raw data is collected. 

After the raw data is collected, it is processed by a processor closer to the machine by 

edge computing to detect the changepoints through desired algorithms. After the 

changepoints are detected, the processes are segmented. Once the features are 

segmented, they are gathered into the cloud or anywhere preferred by the user. The 

programming operation is carried out in Colabatory, an IDE for Python released by 

Google to enable machine learning with storage on the cloud. 

The below flowchart gives the overall idea of the processes to be carried.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. 1 Flowchart of the case study 
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4.1.1  Monitoring 

The sensors installed on the welding machine measures the physical input and then 

convert it into an electrical signal which can be processed future. Most of the IoT sensors 

determine changes in electrical properties such as resistance, capacitance, and 

inductance. They are converted as relevant data which is a raw signal, and it is read by a 

microprocessor. 

4.1.2  Changepoint detection 

The raw data is then processed in the microprocessor using several mathematical 

modeling to determine the changepoint. The modeling used in the following case is PERT 

and Dynamic Programming. In this stage, the exact breakpoints are identified. The 

number of these breakpoints is either known or unknown.  

 

 

    Figure 4. 2 General example of Changepoint detections 

 

The number of breakpoints identified here is. 

(0)0,  (1)1020,  (2)1635,  (3) 7425, (4) 7945 (5) 9000. 
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4.1.3  Feature Extraction 

When the breakpoints are known then the processes or stages can be segmented. When 

all the processes are identified, then the stationary process is found by the variation in 

the mean of the results and then it can be plotted accordingly.  These results can be 

stored in the desired location either in the cloud or locally. 

 Dataset 

To validate the algorithm before implementing. A dataset is used to examine and derive 

the results. The dataset used is from the NASA ames Prognostics Data Repository [34]. 

They collect the data sets from universities, agencies, or companies. These data are used 

for the development of the algorithm. A milling data set has been used. Experiments 

were conducted on a milling machine for feeds, depth of cut, and different speeds. BEST 

lab at UC Berkeley awarded the donated the following dataset. 

The dataset contains 166 samples and each sample containing 9000 sensor 

measurements.  

case run DOC feed material M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 

1 1 1.5 0.5 1 0.314941 0.301514 0.303955 0.300293 0.299072 

1 2 1.5 0.5 1 0.301514 0.308838 0.299072 0.306396 0.319824 

1 3 1.5 0.5 1 0.29541 0.296631 0.292969 0.290527 0.286865 

1 4 1.5 0.5 1 0.316162 0.311279 0.302734 0.322266 0.323486 

1 5 1.5 0.5 1 0.284424 0.289307 0.284424 0.288086 0.27832 

1 6 1.5 0.5 1 0.307617 0.310059 0.306396 0.310059 0.301514 

1 7 1.5 0.5 1 0.322266 0.299072 0.313721 0.296631 0.307617 

1 8 1.5 0.5 1 0.308838 0.303955 0.306396 0.29541 0.294189 

1 9 1.5 0.5 1 0.284424 0.288086 0.286865 0.284424 0.286865 

1 10 1.5 0.5 1 0.279541 0.284424 0.279541 0.3125 0.291748 

1 11 1.5 0.5 1 0.301514 0.303955 0.294189 0.292969 0.322266 

1 12 1.5 0.5 1 0.391846 0.333252 0.358887 0.324707 0.336914 

1 13 1.5 0.5 1 0.317383 0.328369 0.310059 0.317383 0.305176 

1 14 1.5 0.5 1 0.351563 0.299072 0.299072 0.330811 0.302734 

1 15 1.5 0.5 1 0.29541 0.292969 0.290527 0.314941 0.297852 

 

Table 4. 1 Sample of the milling machine data
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The examples of the few samples are plotted below. 

 

Row 16      Row 17 

        

Figure 4. 3 Raw input of row16  Figure 4. 4 Raw input of row17 

 

Row 35      Row 108 

                 

Figure 4. 5 Raw input of row 35   Figure 4. 6 Raw input of row108 

 

Row 18       Row 25 

                   

Figure 4. 7 Raw input of row 18   Figure 4. 8 Raw input of row 25 
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 Methods for detecting Changepoint 

The changepoints can be determined by several statistical models, in this experiment the 

methods considered are as follows. 

4.3.1  PELT 

When the number of changepoints is multiple and unknown the pelt method is 

used to determine the changepoints. The details and functions of PELT are 

already explained in the 2 chapters. A random set of rows has been considered 

for this experiment. Row 5 has been considered. 

 

Figure 4. 9 Raw input of row 5 

4.3.1.1 Algorithm for changepoint detection 

# change point detection 

model = "l1"  # "l2", "rbf" 

algo = rpt.Pelt(model=model, min_size=3, jump=5).fit(

mysignal) 

my_bkps = algo.predict(pen=10) 

# show results 

fig, (ax,) = rpt.display(mysignal, my_bkps, my_bkps, 

figsize=(10, 6)) 

plt.show() 
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Once the algorithm is successfully carried out the changepoints are successfully 

identified and the graph shows their positions for visual understanding 

 

 

Figure 4. 10 Changepoint detections of row 5 by PELT 

 

The breakpoints are also identified which are as follows 1045, 1625, 7475, 7995, 

9000. 

Then the processes are identified as (0,1045), (1045, 1625), (1625, 7475), (7475, 

7995), (7995,9000). 

4.3.2  Dynamic programming 

When the number of the breakpoints is known they can be used in this model. 

Where the number of breakpoints can be entered, and the algorithm manages to 

detect them. The details about dynamic programming are already explained 

above.  

4.3.2.1 Algorithm  

# changepoint detection 

model = "l1"  # "l2", "rbf" 

algo = rpt.Dynp(model=model, min_size=3, jump=5).fit(

mysignal) 

my_bkps = algo.predict(n_bkps=4) 
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# show results 

rpt.show.display(mysignal, my_bkps, my_bkps, figsize=

(10, 6)) 

plt.show() 

In this line of the program, the number of breakpoints can be given. Here 

it is given as “4”. 

  my_bkps = algo.predict(n_bkps=4) 

 

 

Figure 4. 11 Changepoint detections of row 5 by DyP 

 

The breakpoints are also identified which are given as 1045, 1625, 7475, 7995, 

9000. 

Then the processes are identified as (0, 1045), (1045, 1625), (1625, 7475), (7475, 

7995), (7995,9000). 

 Segmentation of the processes 

After identifying the breakpoints in either of the above-mentioned methods, it is 

essential to segment the processes. Using the data frame on the python these processes 

can be made as a list. Now, these data must be examined. The most intuitive way is to 

understand the mean of all the processes. The stationary process can be identified as the 

highest mean of all processes. Since the machine will be performing its maximum during 

this stationary process. When it is identified, the processes on the left side can be said 

start-up or warm-up processes, and then the processes on the right to the stationary 

process can be identified as warm down or the ending phase. 

In python, to find mean the preinstalled operation called “mean” can be used directly. 
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4.4.1.1 Algorithm 

list1=[] 

for i in range(len(my_bkps)-1): 

globals()['data' + str(i)]=mydata.iloc[row][my_bkps[i]+5

:my_bkps[i+1]] 

globals()['mean' + str(i)]=(globals()['data' + str(i)]. 

mean()) 

   list1.append(globals()['mean' + str(i)]) 

 

Then the maximum of the average has been identified and the location of the 

breakpoints is found. Using the two breakpoints the stationary process can be 

determined. The stationary process got the most relevant data for the operation, so it is 

fetched with high importance.  

4.4.1.2 Algorithm 

max(list1) 

maxpos=list1.index(max(list1)) 

 

sp1=my_bkps[maxpos] 

sp2=my_bkps[maxpos+1] 

print("The stationary phase is from",sp1,"to",sp2) 

 

Output 

 The stationary phase is from 1625 to 7475. 

 

 Fetching the process 

Once the segmentation of the processes is done. Then the processes can be plotted as 

graphs for visual monitoring, or the data can be used for further investigation. The data 

can be transferred to the cloud using Amazon web service or Microsoft Azure based on 

the infrastructure available for the architecture. It can also be held locally depending on 

the need of the user. 
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4.5.1.1  Algorithm 

  #Fetching the process 

  stationaryprocess.plot() 

  images_dir = '/gdrive/MyDrive/thesis_data/SP' 

  plt.savefig(f"{images_dir}/"+str(i)+".png") 

  plt.close() 

 

In the above scenario, the data has been stored in google drive for easier access. 

Likewise, the data can be stored offline too. The same pattern can be used for sending 

the data to the cloud location for further handling of the data. 

 Implementation 

The structure of the algorithm can be customized in different ways to accommodate the 

demand of the user. Here it has been used in two different ways; they are interpreting 

the data by a single row. The user can choose the desired row he wants to examine in 

particular. The second option compiles the whole data and runs the algorithm row by 

row for all the rows automatically. They both have their functions.  

 

4.6.1  Interpreting each row 

The Interpretation is carried out individually for each row. The user must enter the row 

or the position of the data that must be examined. Then the algorithm fetches only the 

data of that particular row and carries the test for it. In the algorithm given below the 

number 5 has been entered, so the algorithm identifies the row number 5(which is row 

number 6 in excel, since the indexing in python starts from 0) and then carries out the 

remaining operations. 

4.6.1.1 Advantages 

• It is used to study the particular set of data that the user needs. 

• It is fast compared to the other method since only one row is processed 

at a time. 

• It can be used to detect anomalies once the data has arrived.  
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4.6.1.2 Algorithm 

#Reading the data 

mydata = pd.read_csv("Merged1.csv") 

 

   #Entering the row to be interpreted 

row=5 

mysignal = mydata.iloc[row][5:] 

   #mysignal 

mysignal = mysignal.to_numpy() 

 

  #change point detection 

  model = "l1"  # "l2", "rbf" 

  algo = rpt.Pelt(model=model, min_size=3, jump=5).fit 

 (mysignal) 

  my_bkps = algo.predict(pen=10) 

 

    # show results 

  fig, (ax,) = rpt.display(mysignal, my_bkps, 

  my_bkps, figsize=(10, 6)) 

  plt.show() 
     df=pd.DataFrame(my_bkps) 

  my_bkps.insert(0,0) 

  list1=[] 

  for i in range(len(my_bkps)-1): 

     globals()['data' + str(i)]= 

  mydata.iloc[row][my_bkps[i]+5:my_bkps[i+1]] 

     globals()['mean' + str(i)]=(globals() 

  ['data' + str(i)].mean()) 

     list1.append(globals()['mean' + str(i)]) 

    

  #finding the maximum average 

  max(list1) 

  maxpos=list1.index(max(list1)) 

  #Stationary Phase 

  sp1=my_bkps[maxpos] 

  sp2=my_bkps[maxpos+1] 

  print("The stationary phase is from",sp1,"to",sp2) 

   

  #Fetching the stationary Phase 

  stationaryprocess=mydata.iloc[row][sp1:sp2] 

  stationaryprocess.plot() 

     images_dir = '/gdrive/MyDrive/thesis_data/SP' 

      plt.savefig(f"{images_dir}/"+str(i)+".png") 

      plt.close() 
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4.6.2  Compiling whole data 

This allows the user to compile all the data when they are collected overall. It is used to 

study the performance after the halt of the machine. All the data are processed together, 

and it is a time-consuming process when the amount of data is high. In this case, data 

with 167 rows and 9000 columns are validated. 

4.6.2.1  Advantage 

• There is no manual intervention needed to enter the number of rows. 

• All the data can be processed in a single execution. 

 

4.6.2.2 Algorithm 

for i in range(0,166): 

    mysignal = mydata.iloc[i][5:] 

   mysignal = mysignal.to_numpy() 

    model = "l1"  # "l2", "rbf" 

    algo = rpt.Pelt(model=model, min_size=3, jump=5) 

.fit(mysignal) 

    my_bkps = algo.predict(pen=10) 

    print(my_bkps) 

    my_bkps.insert(0,0) 

    list1=[] 

    for j in range(len(my_bkps)-1): 

        globals()['data' + str(j)]=mydata.iloc[i] 

  [my_bkps[j]+5:my_bkps[j+1]] 

        globals()['mean' + str(j)]=(globals() 

  ['data' + str(j)].mean()) 

        list1.append(globals()['mean' + str(j)]) 

    max(list1) 

    maxpos=list1.index(max(list1)) 

    sp1=my_bkps[maxpos] 

    sp2=my_bkps[maxpos+1] 

    stationaryprocess=mydata.iloc[i][sp1:sp2] 

    print(sp1,sp2) 

    stationaryprocess.plot() 

    images_dir = '/gdrive/MyDrive/thesis_data/SP' 

    plt.savefig(f"{images_dir}/"+str(i)+".png") 

    plt.close() 
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5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

 Discussion from the Literature 

In this section, the findings from the case study are discussed, and also the findings from 

the literature review and the previous research.  

 

The literature suggests that Changepoint detection has been a topic of discussion since 

the 1950s in the statistical and mathematical world. Later due to the advent of 

technology there is more amount data are gathered and the methods to study them 

were always rising. Changepoint detection plays a key and vital role in understanding 

data when there are different sets of data involved. Also, changepoint detection can be 

used to identify the fault in the machine when it is deviating the nominal value. This can 

be very useful in preventive maintenance in improving efficiency and also to reduce the 

cost of the breakdown and lowering the breakdown time.  

The practical examples of changepoint detections are given below [15] 

• Anomaly detection: By using the relevant data the abnormal 

circumstances/activities can be examined. 

• Fault analysis: A supervisor can monitor and decide on the fault analysis 

performed using the detectable variables. 

• Safety protection: The machine can be stopped to protect the operator while 

performing a dangerous process due to deviation found in monitoring. 

 

Changepoint detection has been widely used in different kinds of fields because of its 

modern application. In Climatology the changepoint detection is used to monitor the 

data of the environment and satellite images to predict the weather. It is also used to 

determine the trends and seasonal changes. And, to monitor the vegetation and forests 

[8], [9]. 

 

Changepoint is also widely used in finance to understand different trends in the market. 

It can be used to monitor financial assets and their performances. It is also used in the 

field of medicine to understand genomes and other studies. 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/anomaly-detection
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The literature suggests the parameters necessary to be monitored in the welding 

process. 

• Current (A) [4], 

• Voltage (V) [5,6], 

• Speed of torch (in/min or m/min) [7], 

• gas flow rate (L/min) [8], 

• wire feed rate (in/min or m/min) [9,10] 

 Result from the case study 

After investigating all the data of the dataset from the sensor of the vibration of the 

spindle, the changepoints were detected and some empirical results were found. All the 

data were different and varying so the study result can be considered to be valid for most 

of the operations of the machine. Here the results are shown for the milling machine and 

similarly, this can be used for the welding machine with certain adjustments according 

to the dataset. It is also very essential to study the historical performance of the machine 

to understand the anomalies. 

5.2.1 Comparisons between PELT and Dynamic processing 

The exact data are compared in both the methods and the results of some key 

data are subjected here for discussion. 

5.2.1.1 Sample 1: ROW 2 

  

Figure 5. 1 Raw Input of row 2 
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The raw input of row 2 is a very standard dataset where the changepoints are widely 

spread across the dataset. It incorporates all the processes of the milling machine Start, 

run-up, stationary, run-down, stop. 

5.2.1.1.1 PELT 

 

    

Figure 5. 2 Changepoint detections on row 2 by PELT  

The raw input of row 2 seems to follow a normal process involving five stages. Since the 

breakpoints are widely spread throughout the dataset like stated in the assumption of 

the PELT modelling, it would be ideal for the algorithm to determine the changepoints 

and locate them.  

       

  

Figure 5. 3 Stationary process on row 2 by PELT 

 

The breakpoints are [0, 1295, 1875, 7675, 8165, 9000] 

The stationary phase is from 1875 to 7675. 

Program Executed in 94.62296830000014. 

 

Like predicted before the algorithm worked very well and detected the changepoints 

and identified their position. It can be understood that the algorithm is fast and effective 

when the data of the processes were following a perfect structure and sequence. 
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5.2.1.1.2 Dynamic Processing 

 

Figure 5. 4 Changepoint detections on row 2 by DyP 

Again, the same raw input of row 2 is taken and the algorithm using dynamic 

programming is used to detect the changepoint. It is done to compare both the results 

achieved. 

The breakpoints are [1295, 1875, 7675, 8165, 9000] 

 

 

Figure 5. 5 Stationary process on row 2 by DyP 

 

The stationary phase is from 1875 to 7675. 

Program Executed in 244.7910427679999 

 

The number of breakpoints is given as 4 for the dynamic programming and the results of 

the breakpoint are the same in both PELT and Dynamic programming. It has to be 

understood that this raw input follows the traditional set of processes such as Start, run-

up, stationary, run-down, and stop. So, it is possible to achieve the same results in both 

cases.  
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5.2.1.2 Sample 2: Row 9 

 

Figure 5. 6 Raw input of row 9 

 

The raw input of row 9 is quite different from the normal observations. The vibration of 

the spindle seems to be higher while performing some operation and it can be visually 

observed here. Also, there can be some noise in the sensor data because of other 

external factors. Apart from the spike at the end of the process, the row 9 data seem to 

be quite similar to the normal processes shape.  

5.2.1.2.1 PELT 

 

Figure 5. 7 Changepoint detections on row 9 by PELT 

 

The hike in the data has not been particularly considered as a changepoint since it is very 

sharp and rapid. It can be understood that it is due to some discrepancy.  But the 

algorithm identifies the changepoint quite before the spike regions since the values are 

gradually lowering which identifies that there is a process change. 
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Figure 5. 8 Stationary process on row 9 by PELT 

 

The breakpoints are [990, 2030, 7425, 9000]. 

The stationary phase is from 2030 to 7425. 

Program Executed in 02.58818904500004 

5.2.1.2.2 Dynamic Processing 

 

 

Figure 5. 9 Changepoint detections on row 9 by DyP 

The breakpoints are [990, 2030, 7355, 7915,9000].  

 

 

Figure 5. 10 Stationary process on row 9 by DyP 

 

The stationary phase is from 2030 to 7355. Program Executed in 

238.0945 
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In this set of data, there can be some differences noticed between the two results. There 

are some differences between breakpoints and stationary phase in both the results. The 

dynamic programming still follows four breakpoints, so it is obliged to find four 

breakpoints irrespective of the data. 

5.2.1.3 Sample 3: Row 33 

 

Figure 5. 11 Raw input of row 33 

The raw input of row 33 is quite different since it doesn’t show any signs of gradual 

increase indicating different processes involved instead it seems to be very normal from 

start to end. 

5.2.1.3.1 PELT 

 

Figure 5. 12 Changepoint detections on row 33 by PELT 

The breakpoints are [9000]. 

 

Figure 5. 13 Stationary process on row 33 by PELT 
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The stationary phase is from 0 to 9000. Program Executed in 

190.8593248369998 

It can be noted that there is not any changepoint detected. Since the data itself is 

stationary statistically. 

5.2.1.3.2 Dynamic Processing 

                           

Figure 5. 14 Changepoint detections on row 33 by DyP 

 

 

Figure 5. 15 Stationary process on row 33 by DyP 

 

The breakpoints are [1210, 1930, 3010, 3020, 9000] 

The stationary phase is from 3020 to 9000. 

Program Executed in 251.55086548500003 

In this method, there are 4 breakpoints even if the process itself looks stationary. The 

algorithm is determined to find the breakpoints obligatory. There is a huge difference 

between the two methods. It must be noted this difference can cause a huge 

discrepancy in the monitoring of the processes because of the wrong signals which can 

raise a false alarm.  
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5.2.1.4 Sample 4: Row 117 

  

Figure 5. 16 Raw input of row 117 

5.2.1.4.1 PELT 

 

Figure 5. 17 Changepoint detections on row 117 by PELT  

The breakpoints are [740, 9000] 

In this dataset, there is no presence of standard processes instead it is almost during the 

run-up and extended up to the stationary process. 

 

Figure 5. 18 Stationary process on row 117 by PELT 

The stationary phase is from 740 to 9000. 

Program Executed in 191.50136976500107 
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5.2.1.4.2 Dynamic Processing 

 

 

Figure 5. 19 Changepoint detections on row 117 by DyP 

The breakpoints are [660, 900, 1265, 6525, 9000] 

 

 

Figure 5. 20 Stationary process on row 117 by DyP 

 

The stationary phase is from 6525 to 9000. 

Program Executed in 256.0959811570001 

Also, in this set of data, there can be some differences noticed between the two results. 

There are some differences between breakpoints and stationary phase in both the 

results. The dynamic programming still follows four breakpoints. 

5.2.1.5 Sample 5: Row 118 

 

Figure 5. 21 Raw input of row 118 
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5.2.1.5.1 PELT 

 

Figure 5. 22 Changepoint detections on row 118 by PELT 

The stationary process is identified as the process with the highest mean value of all the 

processes. It is tricky here because it can’t be concluded as a stationary process. Other 

processes are also stationary processes.  

 

 

Figure 5. 23 Stationary process of row 118 by PELT 

 

The breakpoints are [4835, 6450, 9000] 

The stationary phase is from 4835 to 6450. 

Program Executed in 76.20090490500115 

5.2.1.5.2 Dynamic Processing  

 

 

Figure 5. 24 Changepoint detections of row 118 by DyP 
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Figure 5. 25 Stationary process of row 118 by DyP 

 

The breakpoints are [420, 955, 4835, 6450, 9000] 

The stationary phase is from 4835 to 6450. 

Program Executed in 234.42001677499866 

 The result from the other sensors data 

There other different kinds from the milling machine like mentioned before. The 

algorithm has been tested randomly on other sensor data. The results were quite 

interesting to support the robustness of the algorithm such that it can be used with 

different kinds of dataset.  

The datasets verified on the samples of  

• Direct Current, 

• Alternate Current, 

• Vibrations of the table. 

 It must be noted it is not an in-depth analysis of the dataset like the dataset of 

vibration of the spindle. 

5.3.1  Direct Current  

The Dataset of direct current is very gradual compared to the vibration of the spindle. 

The dataset follows the processes very clearly. Below given are some examples of the 

dataset. 
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Figure 5. 26 Raw input of row 36 of DC sensor data 

5.3.1.1  Changepoint detection by PELT  

 

Figure 5. 27 Changepoint detections of row 36 by PELT 

 

The breakpoints are [945, 1025, 1170, 1295, 1480, 1650, 1960, 

2205, 2535, 3030, 3850, 5080, 9000]. The stationary phase is 

from 5080 to 9000. 

 

The changepoints identified in this process are more in numbers using the PELT method. 

It can be a time-consuming process if this is the state. It will be interesting to see the 

results of the same data using the dynamic programming method. 

 

 

Figure 5. 28 Stationary processes of row 36 by PELT 
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5.3.1.2 Changepoint detection by DyP 

 

Figure 5. 29 Changepoint detections of row 36 by DyP 

 

The breakpoints are [1020, 1625, 2435, 3850, 9000]. The 

stationary phase is from 4835 to 6450. Program Executed in 

234.42001677499866 

Since the number of breakpoints is a prerequisite the number 4 is given and then the 

above results have been obtained. It can be noted that dynamic programming can be 

applied in certain situations. Anyway, this needs further investigation and a detailed 

historic analysis of the sensor’s data. 

 

Figure 5. 30 Stationary processes of row 36 by DyP 

 

It can be noted that there is some difference between the stationary process in both 

cases. But the difference is not really high in general situations, but it can be relevant in 

certain critical situations. 

5.3.2  Alternate current 

Alternate current is a key parameter to be monitored in most of the machining 

operations, but it is to be noted that the current normally stays constant in the circuit. It 

can be adjusted through the varying resistance in the case of fluctuating voltage.  

The given example is the sensor of the Alternate current in the milling machine. 
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Figure 5. 31 Raw input of row 18 of DC sensor data 

 

The raw input of the alternate current is constant like expected. 

5.3.2.1 Changepoint detection by PELT 

 

 

Figure 5. 32 Changepoint detections of row 18 by PELT 

There is no changepoint detected using the PELT. Since the data is widely constant, there 

are no breakpoints in this model. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. 33 Stationary process of row 18 by PELT 
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5.3.3  Vibration of table 

 

Figure 5. 34 Raw input of row 158 of sensor data of Vibration of table  

In the sensor data of vibration of the table. It can be noted that there is a significant 

change in the data because of the milling process which leads to vibration of the table. 

So, it can be possible for the segmentation of the processes and then extract the 

necessary features. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. 35 Changepoint detections of row 158 by PELT 

The breakpoints are [730, 920, 1405, 9000] 

There are 4 stages in this dataset according to the changepoint detection. The stationary 

process can be identified as the process which has the highest mean. The same method 

used in the case study can be used here. 

 

 

Figure 5. 36 Stationary process of row 158 by PELT 
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The stationary phase is from 1405 to 9000. 

Program Executed in 171.38123119800002 

The stationary process has been identified as from 1405 to 9000. This denotes that there 

are no run-down or stop processes in this data set. The processes involved in this are a 

start, run-up, and stationary process.  

5.3.4  Inference 

The Changepoint detection is applied to the different kinds of sensor data from the 

milling machine using the sensor data. It can be noted that the algorithm is functional 

for all other sensor data. The mathematical modelling can be determined based on the 

raw input of the sensor data and the requirement of the user. There can be some 

difference to be noted in Alternate current sensor data because the AC sensor data 

seems to be very stable and there is not much deviation for finding the changepoint 

detection. 

 Implications and recommendations 

5.4.1 Verdict between the PELT and Dynamic processing 

Based on the results from the case study in detecting the changepoints the PELT 

is more relevant to the real case scenario. There are few reasons which support 

this finding. 

• There is no need to predefine the number of changepoints to be found in 

this data to be tested. 

• The speed of computing can be noticed to faster in PELT compared to 

Dynamic processing. This will help to reduce the latency period of the 

processing of data. 

• There is no obligatory changepoint detection in the PELT method, 

whereas Dynamic processing is obliged to find some breakpoints because 

of the requirement of finding 4 breakpoints in the case shown above even 

if the data is stationary itself. 
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Dynamic programming can also be used in certain cases, but it can be decided 

after the most intensive study of the data. It is also dependent on the latent time 

constraint of the user. 

• Dynamic programming can be relevant when there are no significant 

findings by PELT like in Alternate current data. By understanding the 

historical findings, the number of breakpoints can be predetermined and 

entered. 

5.4.2 Verdict between the Interpretation and compiling 

The above set of has been executed by both Interpretation and compiling, and 

there are some implications found and are as follows, 

• The compiling of all the data once they are collected is carried out without 

any manual interventions. This can be highly helpful in the automated 

setup where the results can be studied at the end of the day after the shift 

time is over. 

• The time taken for executing the program using the data of 167 rows and 

9000 columns took more than 4 hrs. and 30 minutes. So, it is a time-

consuming process because of the heavy load of data presented for the 

execution.  

• It must be noted that this compiling approach is an offline changepoint 

detection method, so it cannot be used for finding the real-time anomalies 

of the machine performance or to stop the machine from operating when 

a fault is detected. 

• The interpretation of each line of data is quite faster compared to 

compiling the whole data method but still, the processing of data in both 

cases is to be enhanced.  

• If interpretation can be further enhanced with respect to the speed of the 

program execution. It can be implemented in online changepoint 

detection for anomaly detections to ensure the safety of both the 

operator and machine.  
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 Limitations and Future research 

From the analysis, there are a certain set of data which are having some irrelevant data 

or invalid data. This affects the change point detection. 

5.5.1  Cleaning the data 

In row 18 as shown below, the data can be seen as very different from the other samples 

of the same sensor data. 

 

Figure 5. 37 Raw input of row 18 

 

It can be noticed that there are certain hikes in the data and the rest is a straight line. But 

if it is closely examined the straight line is data of different processes and it is relevant to 

be studied. The hikes are due to anomalies, and these affect the change point detection 

of the data. In order to overcome this factor, it is essential to clean the raw input and 

analyze only the relevant data to avoid time wastage and efficient detections of the 

changepoints. 

5.5.2  Using the historical values 

It can be understood that the stationary process is identified by the highest mean of the 

processes but in sample 5. The stationary processes are just a hike from the nominal 

working range. It cannot be considered a stationary point. To find the right one. It is 

essential to study the historical performance of the machine and then set the limits for 

the mean of the stationary point. If the processes lie within the limit, it can be considered 

a stationary process irrespective of the hike found in the data. This can reduce the 

anomalies in the analysis. 
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5.5.3  Using sampling 

The latent time and execution time are quite high in some cases, it should be noted 

that very less latent time is required for online changepoint detection. So, it should be 

considered that there must be some research done to reduce. There is a suggestion 

that sampling techniques can be used to make the data less and effective for the 

analysis. The small data with the same features of the dataset will help the user to get 

close results like in the original dataset. 

 Conclusion 

The purpose of this work is to understand the Changepoint detections, different 

methods involved in the detection, and to use them in appropriate needs. The study has 

been carried from the theoretical point of view from the understanding the literature 

which introduced the history and different applications of Changepoint detection. It has 

helped to understand the statistical models involved in Changepoint detection.  

 

The case study has been conducted on 167 rows and the results imply that the PELT 

method is more appropriate in detecting Changepoints when the breakpoints are 

unknown. Again, the experiment on Interpretation of each line of data and compiling 

the whole data suggests that it can be used based on the necessity of the user. 

Interpretation can be used when a sampling quality check is been carried out. It can be 

used for online changepoint detection when it can receive the data from the machine in 

real-time. Compiling the whole data can be used to study the in-depth analysis of the 

performance of the machine for the day or during the period. Even though it is time-

consuming it can be used in relevant operations when there is enough time for analysis. 

 

To conclude, Firstly the thesis understood the existing solution available in the literature 

and used it in the technology available in the research world. However, the majority of 

the studies available were on the theoretical aspects, this thesis focuses on the practical 

application of the topic by algorithm and case study. The algorithm has been tested on 

a real-life scenario using the dataset from NASA. As to my knowledge, this algorithm and 

technique can be used for welding machines and other computer numeric machines too 

with further tweaks based on the historical study of the machines.  
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